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Abstract
To address multilingual document classiﬁcation in an eﬃcient and eﬀective manner, we claim that a synergy between classical
IR techniques such as vector model and some advanced data mining methods, especially Formal Concept Analysis, is particularly
appropriate. We propose in this paper, a new statistical approach for extracting inter-language clusters from multilingual documents
based on Closed Concepts Mining and vector model. Formal Concept Analysis techniques are applied to extract Closed Concepts
from comparable corpora; and, then, exploit these Closed Concepts and vector models in the clustering and alignment of multilin-
gual documents. An experimental evaluation is conducted on the collection of bilingual documents French-English of CLEF’2003.
The results conﬁrmed that the synergy between Formal Concept Analysis and vector model is fruitful to extract bilingual classes
of documents, with an interesting comparability score.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International.
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1. Introduction
The steady growth in the size of textual document collections is a key progress-driver for modern information
retrieval techniques whose eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency are constantly challenged. In this respect, document classi-
ﬁcation aims to classify a collections of texts in separate groups of similar documents. It has been used in many
Information Retrieval (IR) tasks, including data organization18, text categorization system1, etc. The advancements
in Internet technology has made the task to manage and organize multilingual documents a very much needed area of
research. There is thousands of languages, for this the creation of documents classiﬁcation model for each language
is unrealizable.
The issue of Multilingual Document Classiﬁcation (MDC) is to achieve semantic interoperability between lan-
guages. Indeed in a multilingual context, the documents are not represented in the same space. This is due to the fact
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that they are expressed in diﬀerent languages. Thus, to enable a multilingual classiﬁcation, documents of diﬀerent
languages must be mapped in the same representation space.
In this paper, we propose a new multilingual document clustering method of a noisy comparable corpora to improve
lexicons extraction. We rely on the approach of14 in reengineering models UML and9 in IR who took advantage of
a coupling between the formal and the relational aspect to take into account the relationships between objects of the
same context. We chose to make a coupling between Formal Concepts Analysis (FCA)5 to formalize the content of
one or more document collections of the same language, and a vector model, in order to take into account the relations
similarity between the documents of various concepts.
Interestingly enough, to address multilingual document classiﬁcation in an eﬃcient and eﬀective manner, we claim
that a synergy between classical IR techniques such as vector model16 and some advanced data mining methods,
especially FCA5, is particularly appropriate. FCA applied in a text mining context, allows to retrieve document
classes in the form of Closed Concepts, denoted CCs. Furthermore, a vector space model based on the vectors
extensions of the extracted CCs, allows to align CCs in diﬀerent languages by calculating the degree of similarity of
the extracted monolingual Closed Concepts, with the aim of generating multilingual CCs.
Our motivation is double, namely: ﬁrst of all, it comes to apply FCA techniques for the extraction of the CCs
from comparable corpora; and, second, to exploit these CCs and vector models in the clustering and alignment of
multilingual documents. We propose in the following paper to study the contribution of CCs and vector models in
multilingual documents clustering and in the improvement of the corpora comparability.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief review of the literature on multilingual
document classiﬁcation. Section 3 is dedicated to the presentation of the new method and the deﬁnition of its steps.
An experimental evaluation is presented in Section 4. A conclusion and future work are given in Section 5.
2. Related Works
Diﬀerent methods dedicated to document classiﬁcation have been proposed in the literature. Several approaches
have been addressed to multilingual documents classiﬁcation and could be divided in three categories of work, namely:
1. Dependent approaches to language: These approaches are mainly based on linguistic features of documents
language to study. The main drawback of this approach is its speciﬁcity to certain languages only. In10, authors
implemented a MDC algorithm, which uses only to group documents, a fuzzy reasoning system that embodies
knowledge and human expertise in a set of linguistic expressions and manages words instead of numerical values.
2. Independent approaches to language: More close to our work, these approaches are mainly based on the pre-
sentation of multilingual documents in an independent representation of the language20,17. In13, authors modeled
multilingual documents in an independent representation of language using a multilingual thesaurus European
languages called “Eurovoc” to calculate similarities of the interlingual documents. The authors of6 relied on La-
tent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to perform the categorization of interlingual texts by building multilingual domain
models from comparable corpora. They focused on the presence of common words and proper names in diﬀer-
ent languages to build multilingual domain models, which are used to deﬁne a generalized similarity function
between documents in diﬀerent languages.
3. Approaches based on machine translation: These approaches rely on the automatic translation of parts of the
documents3 or all documents in the collection4 to allow the mapping of multilingual documents in the same
representation space.
Motivated by the above considerations, in this work we propose a new framework of multilingual documents
classiﬁcation which is independent of the documents language and using a technique of translation and a statistical
disambiguation. In our context of research, the independent representation of the documents language is modeled by
Closed Concepts extracted from a comparable corpora. In the next section, we introduce the proposed multilingual
document clustering approach and its overall process.
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3. An FCA-based approach for Clustering Multiligual Documents
3.1. General framework
The purpose of our contribution is to disclose how that can be achieved when FCA is used within clustering of
multilingual documents. Our goal is to improve the comparability of comparable corpora for better bilingual lexicons
extraction. We present here our FCA-based approach for multilingual documents classiﬁcation. As shown in Figure
1, our approach relies on three main steps, namely:
1. Mining step : consists on the Closed Concepts (CCs) extraction from comparable corpora,
2. Translation and disambiguation step: concerns the translation and the disambiguation of terms of CCs exten-
sions,
3. Alignment step: the extracted monolingualCCs are aligned; based on the disambiguated extensions vectors and
using an unsupervised classiﬁcation algorithm in order to group the monolingual CCs of diﬀerent languages in
multilingual CCs.
Fig. 1. General framework
The diﬀerent steps of the clustering process are detailed in the rest of the paper.
3.2. Mathematical foundations: key FCA settings
In this paper, we shall use in text mining ﬁeld, the theoretical framework of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)
presented in5. First, we formalize an extraction context made up of documents and index terms, called textual context.
Deﬁnition 1. A textual context is a tripletM := (C,T ,I) where:
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• C := {d1, d2, . . . , dn} is a ﬁnite set of n documents of a collection.
• T := {t1, t2, · · · , tm} is a ﬁnite set ofm distinct terms in the collection. The setT then gathers without duplication
the terms of the diﬀerent documents which constitute the collection.
• I ⊆ C × T is a binary (incidence) relation. Each couple (d, t) ∈ I indicates that the document d ∈ C has the
term t ∈ T .
Deﬁnition 2. A concept : A concept C = (T,D) can be deﬁned by its intension and extension where the extension
is all documents in C that belong to the concept while the intension is the set of terms in T shared by these documents.
The support of C inM is equal to the number of documents in C containing all the term of T . The support is formally
deﬁned as follows(1):
Supp(C) = |{d|d ∈ C ∧ ∀ t ∈ T : (d, t) ∈ I}| (1)
Supp(C) is called the absolute support of C in M. The relative support (aka frequency) of C ∈ M is equal to
Supp(C)
|C| .
A concept is said frequent (aka large or covering) if its terms co-occur in the collection a number of times greater
than or equal to a user-deﬁned support threshold, denoted minsupp. Otherwise, it is said unfrequent (aka rare).
Deﬁnition 3. Galois Closure Operator : Let a concept C = (D,T ). Two functions are deﬁned in order to map
sets of documents to sets of terms and vice versa. Thus, for T ⊆ T , we deﬁne:
Ψ(T ) := {d|d ∈ C ∧ ∀ t ∈ T : (d, t) ∈ I} (2)
Ψ(T ) is equal to the set of documents containing all the terms of T . Its cardinality is then equal to Supp(T ).
For a set D ⊆ C, we deﬁne:
Φ(D) := {t|t ∈ T ∧ ∀ d ∈ D : (d, t) ∈ I} (3)
Φ(D) is equal to the set of terms appearing in all the documents of D.
Both functions Ψ and Φ constitute Galois operators. Consequently, the compound operator Ω := Φ ◦Ψ is a Galois
closure operator which associates to a termset T the whole set of terms which appear in all documents where the
terms of T co-occur.
Deﬁnition 4. A conceptC = (D,T ) is said to be closed, denoted in the rest of the paperCC, if Ω(C) =C. A closed
concept is then the maximal set of terms common to a given set of document. A closed concept is said to be frequent
w.r.t. the minsupp threshold if Supp(C) = |Ψ(T )| ≥ minsupp11. Hereafter, we denote by CC a closed concept. It is
worth noting that in our work, a Closed Concept represents a class of documents grouped by a set of representative
terms.
3.3. Closed concepts extraction from comparable corpora
Extracting Closed Concepts CCs from a French-English comparable corpora requires a linguistic preprocessing
step. In order to extract the most representative terms, a linguistic preprocessing is performed on the comparable
corpora by using the French morpho-syntactic tagger TreeTagger 2. In this application, we focus only on terms
related to three grammatical categories: the common nouns, the proper nouns and the adjectives. A stoplist is used
to discard functional French and English terms that are very common. This task was carried out on a French-English
noisy comparable corpora (cf. sub-section 4.1). The context document-term M is then built by retaining only terms
corresponding to the selected grammatical categories.
In order to extract CCs from the comparable corpora, we adapted the Charm-L algorithm22 to our textual context
M. The algorithm extracts all the frequent closed concepts as described in21. It also adds the possibility to construct
1 In this paper, we denote by |X| the cardinality of the set X.
2 http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/
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the entire concept lattice, as well as the links between all sub / super-concepts (i.e., frequent closed concepts). The
minimal threshold of the minimum and maximum threshold of the support, i.e., minsupp, w.r.t. the document col-
lection size and the term distributions. While considering the Zipf distribution of every collection, the maximum
threshold of the support values is experimentally set in order to spread trivial terms which occur in the most of the
documents, and are then related to too many terms. On the other hand, the minimal threshold allows eliminating
marginal terms which occur in few documents, and are then not statistically important when occurring in a closed
concept.
The algorithm Charm-L generates iteratively, for each language separately the whole set of frequent concepts and
then derives only closed concepts CCs respectively to each language. It is worth recalling that the extracted closed
concepts are modeled as pairs : CC =< {t1, t2, . . . , tn}, {d1, d2, . . . , dm} >. Each pair represents a set of documents
{d1, d2, . . . , dm} sharing a set of terms {t1, t2, . . . , tn} with a support greater than or equal to minsupp. The algorithm
stops when no more frequent closed concept to handle. So, this algorithm allows to generate as result all French
Closed Concepts CC fr and English Closed Concepts CCen, separately.
Table 1 shows examples of French and English CCs, generated from the French-English comparable corpora
CLEF’2003 (cf. Table 3).
Table 1. Examples of CC f r and CCen extracted from the comparable corpora French-English CLEF’2003.
CC fr CCen
{ f inance}, {73, 304, . . . , 42439} { f inance, problem}, {52, 75, . . . , 56409}
{territoire,Washinton}, {125, . . . , 39002} {European, S cottish}, {44, . . . , 55411}
{politique, S uisse, banque}, {20, . . . , 45910} {political, programme, Japan}, {50, . . . , 54409}
In the next step, we propose to deploy all the English and French CCs extracted to study their contribution in
clustering multilingual documents. We study the insight gained through the mulilingual closed concepts in terms of
comparability measure.
3.4. Closed concepts translation and Disambiguation
3.4.1. Translation of CCs extensions
The translation of CCs extensions consists in enriching each term of the extension of a CC in its source language
Ls with terms in the target language Lc. Indeed, the extensions are translated from French to English and from English
to French. All possible translations of a term is retained. As a result, the extensions of the CCs will be expanded by
all their possible potential translations. Extensions translation was carried out using an onlineMT system 3.
3.4.2. Statistical Disambiguation
To disambiguate the translated terms of CCs extensions, we implemented a statistical method of disambiguation.
So, we start with a set of CCs expressed in a source language Lc and their extensions which are translated to the target
language Lc and a set of CCs expressed in the target language Lc.
For each CCsource, we derive all possible combinations of translated terms of extensions, we then calculate the
Euclidean distance from every combination compared to all CCtarget. The distance between a possible combination of
a CCsource and a CCtarget consists in calculating the diﬀerence of weights (cf. Section 3.5) of common terms in their
respective extensions.
For each CCsource, the combination of translated terms that gives the smallest Euclidean distance average of all
CCtarget will be considered as the most appropriate translation of the CCsource. This translation will be used in the
alignment step of multilingual closed concepts CCs. The purpose of this step (i.e., translation and disambiguation) is
to correspond the terms ti in CCsource extension with the CCtarget intension (i.e., documents), in order to construct the
vectors corresponding to CCs of each language. These vectors will be used in the alignment of CCs (cf. Section 3.5).
3 https://translate.google.com/
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3.5. Closed concepts alignment
The alignment of the Closed Concepts aims to gather the most similar CC extracted from each language (i.e.,
FrenchCC fr and EnglishCCen) to generate bilingual Closed ConceptsCC fr−en (i.e., bilingual classes) French-English.
The goal of this alignment is to build bilingual document classes with a better degree of comparability. The idea that
we propose is based on the use of a vector space model based on unsupervised classiﬁcation algorithm, i.e., k-means.
In this regard, the k-means algorithm allows to assess the similarity degree between CCs and to combine them
based on the vectors related to the translated and disambiguated CCs. Thus, a Closed Concept is represented by a
vector in the vector space. The vector corresponding to each CC is composed of representative terms in the Closed
Concept (i.e., the terms of the extensions in the CCs in our case). In order to evaluate the term importance in a
document with respect to a closed concept, we use as weighting schema t f×id f 16, namely :
In other words, we calculated the TF-IDF measure of the terms as follows:
t f × id fi, j = t fi, j × id fi (4)
Given a Closed Concept CC and a term i, t fi,CC is the number of occurrences of the term i in the Closed Concept
CC divided by the total number of terms in the Closed Concept CC. Thus, the frequency of a term t fi,CC is calculated
as follows:
t fi,CC =
ni,CC
∑
k nk,CC
(5)
Given a term i, id fi is the logarithm of the total number of documents in the Closed Concept CC, divided by the
number of documents of the Closed Concept CC where the term ti appears. Thus, the inverse document frequency
id fi is calculated as follows:
id fi = log(1 +
|CC|
1 + |{dj : ti ∈ d j}| ) (6)
To represent CCs in the vector space model, we built the source and the target vectors respectively. So, a vector
corresponding to a CCsource from a source language Ls (respectively Lc) is composed of :
• the terms weights ti in its extension (respectively CCtarget) within the documents of CCsource (respectively
CCtarget);
• and the weights of the translations (cf. Section 3.4) of the terms ti in the documents within the extension of
CCtarget (respectively CCsource).
Our approach starts with a set of CCs vectors expressed in a source language Ls and in a target language Lc. For
each CC, K-means algorithm calculates the similarity measure of the CCs from the centroid of the k clusters to gather
most similar vectors of CCs in the same cluster. The similarity measure, that we used with K-means algorithm is the
Euclidean distance. The K-means parameters tuning is conducted experimentally as well as the number of cluster k
and the size of the discretization (cf. Section 4.2).
As Output, we obtain bilingual Closed Concepts CC fr−en (i.e., clusters of bilingual documents) and monolingual
Closed Concepts CC fr / CCen (i.e., clusters of monolingual documents) as depicted in Table 2.
Table 2. Statistical characteristics of bilingual (i.e., French and English) and monolingual CCs resulting from the alignment step for k = 300.
Language of CC CC fr−en CC f r CCen
Number of CC 42 78 180
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4. Experiments and results
We thoroughly evaluate our multilingual document clustering approach on a collection of noisy comparable docu-
ments. To create this comparable corpora, we used a subset of multilingual collection from the evaluation campaign
of cross-lingual information retrieval systems CLEF’200312. We consider two collections namely SDA95 (French)
et GlasgowHerald95 (English). All the documents come from newspapers or news agencies. The resulted corpora is
considered as a noisy comparable corpora.
4.1. Description of the comparable corpora
Some statistical features of the used comparable corpora extracted from CLEF’2003 are given in table 3.
Table 3. Statistical features of the comparable corpora CLEF’2003 after preprocessing
Language of the corpora SDA95 (Frensh) GlasgowHerald95 (English)
Number of documents 42615 56472
Vocabulary size 105010 227301
Every corpora has been preprocessed. The corpora are labeled and lemmatized to extract the full words lemmas
(names, verbs, adjectives, adverbs). Only the names and adjectives are taken into account in the Closed Concepts
extraction.
4.2. Experimental setup
In order to explain the parameters that we tuned experimentally in the alignment step (cf. Section 3.5); such that the
number of clusters k of the k-means algorithm, the application or not of the discretization 4 method on the coordinates
of the CCs input vectors and the discretization size b (i.e., the number of bins), we present the following ﬁgures:
Fig. 2. (a) First variation of CCI ; (b) Second variation of CCI ; (c) Third variation of CCI
Figure 2(a) shows the evolution of the CCI that represents the percentage of Correctly Classiﬁed Instance (i.e.,CCs)
depending of the number of clusters k for two scenarios: with or without discretization of the vectors corresponding to
CCs. Noteworthily that the discretization scenario generates a very signiﬁcant improvement in term of CCI compared
with the one without discretization. For this, we have opted for the discretization of the vectors weights of CCs as
input to the k-means algorithm.
4 Discretization: consist of grouping the coordinates (i.e., weights) of the vectors ofCCs as input to the k-means algorithm into b bins (i.e., group)
to enhance the clustering phase.
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Figure 2(b) illustrates the evolution of CCI depending of the equal and not equal bins size with a number of
clusters k = 5 and k = 300. We note that the second scenario, i.e., not equal discretization, generates a very signiﬁcant
improvement compared to equal discretization. Based on this observation, we have opted for a non equal discretization
of the weights of the CCs vectors as input to the k-means algorithm.
Moerover, we note that for a discretization size equal to 4, the percentage of correctly classiﬁed instance is the
highest for the two scenarios of equal and not equal discretization. For this, we set the discretization size of the
weights of the input vectors of the k-means algorithm to 4.
Figure 2(c) shows the evolution of CCI depending on the number of clusters k for a not equal discretization and a
discretization size equal to 4. We note that the value of the CCI stabilizes between the value of k = 200 and k = 400.
Hence, we have opted for the average value of clusters k = 300 as input to the k-means algorithm.
4.3. Evaluation framework
As we aim to use the bilingual document classes in the bilingual lexicons extraction, we must assess the new
comparability of French and English documents gathered d in a same Closed Concept (i.e., cluster). Despite that there
is no generally accepted deﬁnition of comparability, methods based on word frequency were used to measure the
homogeneity between the bilingual corpora collections. In fact, comparability is deﬁned according to an application.
Indeed, the frequency based methods are the best alternative, because it generally focus on the quantity of vocabulary
in common between documents, which is the main feature of bilingual lexicons extraction. So, for the purpose of
evaluating comparability in our approach, we propose to use standard information retrieval measures, considering two
well known models, namely : binary model and vector space model.
1. Measure 1: Binary measure of comparability: With the binary measure, the source and target collections
(i.e., French and English) are represented as a bag of words. In this case, the degree of comparability reﬂects
the absence or the presence of the translation of key words in the source vocabulary (respectively Target) in the
target vocabulary (respectively source). The keywords are translated with the same online MT system. The key
words in our case are the nouns and adjectives that have been extracted in the preprocessing step. So, we veriﬁed
the absence / presence of terms of each collection, in other words, we calculated the degree of comparability of
our corpora with a binary measure as follows:
Given a corpora with a source language Ls and target language Lc, the binary trans(Ws, dt) returns 1 if the
translation of a word vocabulary Ws source was found in the target vocabulary dt and 0 in other cases.
So binDC for source and target documents is calculated as follows:
binDC(ds, dt) =
∑
Ws∈ds trans(Ws, dt)
|ds| (7)
We note that binDC(ds, dt) and binDC(dt, ds)) are not symmetrical15. Our assessment was based on the following
formula to estimate the total comparability of our comparable corpora:
binDC(ds, dt) + binDC(dt, ds)
2
(8)
For this measure based on Boolean information retrieval model (binDC), the degree of comparability is between
0 and 1: 1 highly parallel, 0 neither parallel nor comparable.
2. Mesure 2: Vector measure of comparability : In the vector information retrieval model, a document is rep-
resented by a vector in the vector space. The vector of each document is composed of indexing terms. The
coordinates of a vector representing the weight of each term. The similarity measure is generally the cosine of
the angle between the two vectors16. For representing documents in the vector space model, we built the sources
and targets vectors with the following method: we extracted indexes with Lemur5. The resulting index (i.e., in
5 http://www.lemurproject.org/
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the source language) has been translated, with the online MT system. For this second measure which is based on
the vector model(cosineDC), the similarity measure also varies in the context of our work between 0 and 1.
4.4. Experimental Results and Discussion
To evaluate the evolution of the comparability degree of the initial English-French corpora regarding bilingual
classes (i.e., Closed Concepts) generated by our clustering approach, we calculated the comparability degrees of
documents within each bilingual class through both the Boolean model (bin −DC) and the vector model from French
to English and from English to French. Then we derive an average comparability degree.
Table 4. Comparability results
Measures bin − DC cosine − DC
Average comparability degree of CC fr−en 0.48 0.39
Comparability degree of the initial corpora 0.37 0.32
Table 5. Statistics of bilingual classes
bilingual ≥ initial comparability ≥ 0.6 of comparability
Percentage of classes 15 % 84 % 17 %
Table 4 summarizes the results of two comparability measures: bin − DC for the Boolean method and cosineDC
for the vector method. The results show that the bin − DC comparability is better than cosineDC. This result was
expected because the measure based on the vector model includes the term weighting unlike the Boolean model that
uses a binary weighting.
Our experimental results of comparability measures are promising and yield a signiﬁcant improvement. Indeed,
the average of comparability degree of bilingual classes obtained is interesting (0.48 for the binary measure and 0.39
for vector measurement).
Moreover, if we compare the comparability degree of the original corpora (0.37 for the binary measure and 0.32 for
Vector measure) with the average comparability degree of the obtained bilingual classes, we highlight that our FCA-
based multilingual documents clustering approach allows achieving better results than state-of-the-art word-based IR
models.
It should be noted that the quality of the used machine translation MT greatly aﬀects the values of the comparability
degree. However, we claim that the translations (i.e., from French to English and vice versa) of documents have not
been good for the large size of the corpora. For thus, we believe that an improvement in translation quality will
improve the initial and ﬁnal comparability degrees.
Table 5 shows that only 15% of the obtained classes are bilingual classes, which is expected because only 32% of
the closed concepts which are aligned was French concepts beside 78% for English concepts.
Table 5 also highlights interesting comparability degrees. In fact, 84% of the bilingual classes have a comparability
degree higher than the initial corpora and 17% of the bilingual classes have a comparability degree higher or equal to
0.6 which is a fairly signiﬁcant degree compared to the original corpora.
5. Conclusion
This paper highlights the deployment of Closed Concepts in the multilingual documents clustering in order to
improve the comparability of the noisy corpora for a better extraction of bilingual lexicons. The approach involves
a translation technique of representative terms (i.e., frequent closed termsets) and a vector space model to aggregate
monolingual CCs of diﬀerent languages in bilingual CCs. Experimental evaluation was conducted on two collections
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from CLEF’2003 and showed a signiﬁcant improvement of comparability. Furthermore, the FCA-based approach has
shown to be useful in the multilingual scenario, obtaining good classiﬁcation performance. As future work we plan to
exploit the fuzzy C-means algorithm in order to improve our approach, dealing with high dimensional data that occurs
in text mining. Further work includes evaluation of recall and precision of the extracted bilingual concepts.
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